A few thoughts on the humble Bicycle

BICYCLE - Bi-Cycle Two/Duality Cycle/Spin cycle, Spinning wheels, spin-doctoring
political agendas.
FORK - Fork Tongued-Liars, Double-Speak, Legalese (the duality language of liars aka
BAR members). Stick a fork in the BAR-BAR-queued Black Sheep - those woolly-headed
nonchalant/none-shall-ent/non-silent lambs to their own slaughter - they are done!
HANDLE-BAR, Handle =Trade, Bars-Prison / B.A.R association-members/Legal system
Trade in keeping others behind Bars. The BAR-CODE, trade-handle commercial I.D.
numbering/identification system, en-coded labels.
CROSSBAR - to go across the BAR into Legal la la Land, become a Judge or a Lawyer or a
Barrister. Or be the Prisoner at the BAR. A man goes into a Bar. The Bar-tender asks,
'What can I get you for?'. Not funny? No. It's a terrible joke upon humanity and it's
expensive at that Bar!
FRAME - a neat finish to a painting. A crime carried out and made to look like someone
else did it.
SPOKES - spoken word/curses, writing-cursive-to curse another or oneself with the
spoken or written words.
PEDALS - Ped-alls/Ped-Els (peddling El), Ped=feet all in the Pisces Feet Age of Duality
Doubt/Belief, Bi-Pedal on Two Feet walking in the age of the duality motif of the
religions, the roman church the Papacy, Bishops with their fishy Bi-Shop hats Pedalling
their religious wares to those eager to buy, Pedo-All-inked into the registers, Pedo-Alls,
Pedo-file-liar, Pedo-Fee-Liar, Pedometer-measuring the steps to hell. Bible-Bi-Bull, BuyBull, Saved By the Bell - the church bell, come to worship/war-ship.
Bicycle translated into Dutch = Fiets, pronounced Feets.
Lots of feet are never feets though are they. No, the Feets/Fiets are kept within the

confines of the Bi-Psi-Cull. In-Chi's and Feet are used to measure the distance between
doubt and belief and truth and lies in the IMP (demon) ERIAL system the units of
measurement are FEET & INCHES: 1 foot, 2 feet, 3 feet = 1 Yard. A Yard in the
Trade/Handle-Bar legal system withing the Holey, Whole-Lie Trinity of 3 piscean feet is
often one with high walls and barbed-wire on the top - a Prison Yard. There are
frontyards, backyards, courtyards...oh yes, the Courts! Kings and Queens and PrintsCesses and the Royal Courts of Just-Us in our Delusions that someone else may sit in
judgement over you...at the Courthouse.
SADDLE/SEAT - Have a Seat in the Court room, have a seat in the Church, Courts are
Churches and VICE-versa and the Judge/Priest of Baal sits on the Bench which means
Bank/Banque (having a Banquet in your dis-HONOUR) while the Prisoner sits in the Dock,
and the BARrister reads the documents/Dock-you-ments, as your ship is docked in their
Yard, the ship-Yard/the Docks for the Fish Trade-Handle and the Ship-builders. While
the BAR system's saddle-bags are stuffed full of your life-force in the form of money, you
are Saddled with debt and finding yourself criminalised (from the outset via the legal
name fraud) as you struggle to make it through 'The Maze' (oh, that's also the name of a
prison, imagine that!) on what might be called 'Plan-It Legal'. Have a problem? Take a
seat. Someone will be with you shortly to take your statement, your State-of-Mind, to
take your State-owned-Mind, to take you, you're Mined.
CHAIN - Chain-gang prison labour, Slaves in chains in commercial/trade Ships (ship is the
mind too), the Chains of Office - the Lords Mayor of the City of London State, et al.
LinkedIn: the World's Largest Professional Network. Collar & Cuff-links, anyone? Sing-along: 'Chain-Chain-Chain. Chain of Fools'.
GEARS - Police Riot Gear, All-geared up and ready to go to war. Gears control the ride
over the different terrain, Shifting gears to make it easier or harder to pedal the-liesdressed as truth when the next political voting debate comes around and you want to
make your gear Selection. Get your ass in Gear or you'll be late for work!
TYRES - they get worn out. Yes, we are very tired! Sick and tired of the lies and forprofit control. The system treads on the tired ones as they try to maintain a good grip
on the slippery surface of the downhill slopes. When you cannot keep a grip you'll slide
and fall off and hurt yourself and go knocking on the door of doctor/DOCK-tore once
more...and you'll buy new Tyres! Profit all the way as the wheels of commerce must
continue to go around - it's the law!
BYCYCLE - Buy-Sick-All: Buy into the Sick-All culture where health insurance is your vital
state-is-tick, mandatory or you'll find yourself fined. The Big Pharma poisons-R-us is
contract-you-all by government approval via mandatory injection and ongoing treatments for all that sickens you but nothing that cures. Huge Profit Lies in repeat Sales in
the Human Sickness Trade-Handle-Bars to hold onto.
Bi-Sickle: DEATH carries a sickle to harvest the souls. He's harmless. He won't come for
you until you are actually dead, but in this control matrix of Registrations-R-Us, you are
ignorantly 'dead' even when you are still walking about thinking you are alive. So there's
the Bi-Sickle action going on as you were 'soul-harvested' shortly after birth and made
into a dead-fiction id.entity on paper and you were tricked thereafter into giving your
life-force to that legal fiction until you dropped the physical body and DEATH came for
you with His trusty sickle.
Governments require registrations and all manner of form-fillings-in, and governments
are corporations too, nothing less than Merchants of Misery with Value-Added-Tax,

Merchantilers on the Merchant-Navy-Seas-Seals, Seals on the Parchments/ Contracts and
Dock-You-Ments overseen by the Trade/Handle-BAR lawyers who Pedal their wares like
any Fishmonger at the Dock or in the busy Market, Market-Traders on the Stock-Market,
International Shipping Insuring the Traders of Fish buy-into the Roman
Cult/Bank/Church/State, The Sign of The Fish motif, ALL Religions run in the Doubt &
Belief program, Bi-Duality-Cycle.
This Bi-Psi-Cull (duality-mind/pressure-harvest) has been well-ridden (the harlot's
progress as the local bike), as the controllers have been furiously pedalling for two (bicycles) millennia and it's been quite a ride.
It's over now.
Now we look back over our indoctrination with new eyes to see and ears to hear (phonics
and spell-busting) and find all the clues which unveil the hidden-in-plain-sight agendas.
We don't doubt or believe any more.
NOW we k-NOW.
A bicycle is just a tool, a simple machine we use to get ourselves from one place to
another, when exercising or just playing out with our little friends. Bikes! They are
great.
Whenever we start to look closely at the things around us, those commonplace objects
and tools we use, at their various names and so on, we will see the clues they reveal
about our reality thus far, and that's when we shift our reality, very quickly as we break
the spells cast upon our minds by others and then we can re-define everything, using our
own interpretations, our own de-phoenicians of what sounds and letter combinations
mean to us. It's liberating! Free your mind and the rest will follow...

As you can see, I have merely scratched the neat and shiny paintwork on the 'bicycle'
here, and I know you will have had a few 'thought-scratchings' of your own as you
were reading this.
Fun isn't it!
For a few more 'thoughts' on this and that, visit my site:
NinjaBambi.wordpress.com
For more about the legal name fraud visit:
LoseTheName.com
&
kateofgaia.wordpress.com
for the truth of the legal name fraud against humanity and the deeper layers into the
spiritual nature of our own reality and the duality/false reality/matrix control system.
Also, listen live (or on podcast) to Kate and others sharing their ongoing truth,
revelations and experiences, on Legal Name Fraud Radio

